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The Cosmic Christ: Exploring the Christology of Colossians
 Posted on April 1, 2023April 20, 2023 by Barry
      
What is a seminary? A seminary is an educational institution where theological studies are conducted to prepare individuals for ordained religious professions. This article aims to explore the cosmic Christ theology found in the New Testament book of Colossians.

The Exaltation of Jesus: A Preeminent Position
Colossians 1:15-20 places Jesus at preeminence over all creation, claiming him as “the image of the invisible God” and one “in whom all things were created.” He is portrayed as being before all else, holding together all creation and being lauded by it. This passage describes Jesus’ position about the planets, stars, galaxies, and other celestial bodies that make up the cosmos—establishing a connection between himself and them. This cosmic imagery implies that Jesus has authority over every aspect of existence and that his singular presence permeates the universe.
Agency in Creation: Reconciliation Through Redemption
In Colossians 1:20, Paul states that through Jesus “God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things…by making peace through his blood shed on the cross.” This passage reveals how God has used Jesus as an agent within creation—allowing him to redeem fallen humanity from sin through sacrificial death on the cross. By doing so, God brings about restoration and reconciliation with His people—a relationship that can only be achieved through faith in Christ’s salvific work upon the earth (Col 2:13–14). Through such actions, Jesus further solidifies his role as a redeemer who holds power over everything.

Integral Role in Eschatological Hope
According to Colossians 3:4, believers are told to “seek what is above”—which refers not only to spiritual realities but also physical ones like heavenly realms inhabited by angels and divine beings (Eph 6:12). In addition, when we consider our ultimate state in life after death (as described in Rev 21), it becomes evident that our hope resides solely in Christ’s finished work on earth and its ability to grant us entry into eternal life with Him (2 Cor 5:8). Thus, while we traverse this earthly journey towards salvation, we live with assurance knowing that our ultimate destiny lies firmly within Jesus’ control—which serves as comfort amidst suffering or pain experienced here below.
Conclusion
The Christology present within Colossians exemplifies how deeply rooted Christian beliefs are connected with those found across different cosmologies from past generations—namely Hebrew tradition which praised Yahweh for His dominion over everything seen & unseen (Ps 33:6-9; Is 45:11-12). As such, understanding Christ’s cosmic reign allows us greater insight into His unique Lordship & empowers us towards continuing faithfulness during times of uncertainty or difficulty faced here below.
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Educational game design is a quickly growing field. It combines technology, education and fun to create engaging experiences for students. With the help of educational game design, teachers are able to present material in an exciting way that encourages students to learn.
Pop Its Toys is an example of a company dedicated to creating innovative educational games. Their products use sound effects, animation, and creative designs to teach young children basic skills such as counting and reading. In addition, Pop Its Toys focuses on creating games that promote problem-solving skills while still being fun and interactive. The company’s mission is to provide children with quality learning opportunities through their unique approach to educational gameplay.
By utilizing the latest technologies and incorporating creative ideas into their products, Pop Its Toys has become one of the leading companies in educational game design today.

Engaging Visuals
Visuals have become a vital part of learning and teaching due to their ability to capture attention, engage students with the material, and help them make sense of complex concepts. Educational game designs that incorporate engaging visuals are more likely to be successful in stimulating student interest and creating lasting knowledge. In this article, we will discuss three important features that should be present in an effective educational game design for maximum impact.
The first feature is high-quality visuals that are professional yet engaging. Graphics should be vibrant and bold while still being appropriate for the target age group. For example, if you’re designing an educational game for elementary school children, then illustrations should be colorful but not overly detailed or busy. The second feature is relevant topics with meaningful stories or scenarios related to the core curriculum standards.
Challenging Levels
When it comes to educational game design, one of the most important features is the challenge level. The game should offer a variety of challenging levels that can be tailored to different user skill levels. This allows users to move through the levels at their own pace, while still being challenged and engaged. By carefully designing a range of difficulty levels, educators can ensure that players are both motivated and successful in their learning experience.
The best educational games provide multiple options for difficulty settings or changing levels of challenge. This allows users to adjust the level based on how well they understand a particular concept or how long they’ve been playing the game. For example, if a player struggles with a certain concept they can lower the difficulty setting until they feel more confident in their knowledge before attempting higher-level tasks.
Meaningful Interactivity
When it comes to game design, there are certain key elements that make an educational game successful. One of the most important features is meaningful interactivity. Meaningful interactivity is the ability for a player to engage with the game and its content in a way that allows them to learn and understand concepts at their own pace.
Meaningful interactivity consists of activities such as problem solving, exploration, decision making and collaboration. By engaging in these activities, players can develop skills such as critical thinking, communication and creative problem solving skills. This type of interactive experience also allows learners to stay motivated and engaged during their playtime – something essential for long-term learning results.

Benefits of Good Educational Game Design
Good educational game design is a great way to engage students in learning. It allows for an interactive, fun environment that motivates students and encourages creativity and critical thinking. Educational games can be used in many different settings, from classrooms to online platforms, and can provide a range of benefits for both teachers and learners alike.
One benefit of good educational game design is the ability to tailor the learning experience to each individual student’s needs. Through features such as adjustable difficulty levels or customized content, games can be adjusted in order to best meet the needs of any particular student or class. This helps ensure that everyone involved is able to get something out of the experience.
A second benefit of good educational game design is its potential for long-term retention of knowledge and skills.
Improving Educational Games
In the age of technology, educational games have become a powerful tool to help students gain knowledge and skills. With the right design and implementation, educational games can provide an engaging learning experience for students of all ages. In this article, we will be exploring what makes a good educational game design.
We’ll review three key features that make an effective educational game: interactivity, feedback and adaptability. Interactivity is important as it encourages learners to be actively engaged in the content as opposed to simply watching or reading about it. Feedback allows learners to track their progress which reinforces motivation and interest in the material being presented to them. Adaptability is essential in creating a game that can effectively cater for different levels of difficulty depending on each learner’s individual needs or abilities.
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Keller Private Schools are plentiful, but how do you decide which one? The differences between public and private schools can sometimes be great. If you decide to go the private school route, we submit this article by Kelly Hunter which gives an introductory look at how to make your choice of school. It is an important decision which can affect your child’s life for many years to come.
Of course we feel that Messiah Lutheran Classical Academy and Messiah Early Childhood Center (preschool) are top among the best choices you could make. You can learn more here: MLCA and ECC.
This article is a great starting point to help you wrap your mind around this major educational decision. We hope it gives you an idea of what to be thinking about when visiting local Keller private schools to check out their programs.
How to Choose Top Private Schools

There are many people who send their sons and daughters to private school and there are many more who send their children to public schools. The important thing to note is that a lot of people in the US don’t know about the advantages of top private schools over public schools. If you have been thinking of enrolling your child in one of the top private schools in the US then it is a great decision but how do you find out if the school really offers what your child needs. You need to consider several aspects of a school before reaching a decision. Let us look at some of the important aspects that will help in decision making. Your needs: First and foremost is identifying your needs or your child’s requirements. It is extremely important that you start to look within your family and start working out the various needs of your child before thinking about applying to one of the top schools. If you are wondering why then the answer is that most top schools look the same from the outside. Each school has their own strength but it is not necessary that the private school you choose will be able to satisfy the need of your child. Every child has varied requirements and hence you need to focus on finding a school depending on your child’s need. While identifying your child’s requirements, you need to segregate them on the basis of their desire, extra curricular activities they prefer, and their practical ability. The following pointers will help you to segregate your requirements: Practical requirements: These requirements have to be met so that your child can have a better future. When you are looking through top private schools, you will come across some great schools that offer just about everything but they might not be able to meet your practical requirements. At that point you will have to rule out that particular school as a possibility. When we say practical requirements, then it suggests the following: – How far is the school from your home?
– Will your child require transportation or will the school provide the same?
– Does your child require a before-school or after-school care?
– Does your child have any kind of linguistic, emotional, physical, or any other learning need that would demand special attention?
– How much is the education and enrollment fee in top private schools? What is your budget?
– Are you looking for a private boarding school or a day school? Desired requirements: This includes the various options and criteria’s that you will most likely focus on while looking at top private schools. Some of the questions that you need to ask here are: – What type of curriculum are you looking at? Some parents opt for science while others opt for art or commerce.
– Are you looking for modern facilities at the private school?
– What type of school environment will you prefer for your child – small or large?
– Are you looking for top private schools with multiple grade levels like K-12?
– Are you looking for a private school where parent teacher involvement is stressed upon?
– How is a particular school communicating with parents? These questions will help you in filtering out schools and help you in choosing the top private schools for your child.
Kelly Hunter owns and operates Top Nursing Schools and writes about Nursing Pins.

We thank Kelly for her article. The best way to decide on which private school your child should attend is to visit the school. Ideally this would be during school hours – call ahead for an appointment since most schools are very security conscious after 9/11. If you can’t make it during school hours, an “after hours” tour of the facilities and a talk with some of the staff will do the trick. You can actually get a pretty good feel for the quality of curriculum and how it is presented to students, just by talking to the staff. First impressions can be very important.
As we said above, Keller Private Schools are plentiful. And, of course, we feel that Messiah Lutheran Classical Academy and Messiah Early Childhood Center (preschool) are top among all Keller private schools. You can learn more here: MLCA and ECC. You can call us at (817) 431-5486. Our address is 1308 Whitley Road, Keller, Texas 76248.
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New england private schools information presented at Newengland-privateschools.com. New england private schools sources available by clicking above. Find new england private schools on Newengland-privateschools.com. This unique program allows each student to develop new skills, explore areas of interest for college majors and careers. The close-knit atmosphere, our location, and special traditions all contribute to this sense of family and community. A variety of offerings are available, including varsity and junior varsity sports and non-competitive activities.
The size of our School permits a thorough knowledge of each student’s abilities and achievements. Related terms are boarding schools for the arts, newark nj private schools, brownsville independent school district web site, virginia independent schools league and volleyball, and private day schools massachusetts. We take great pride in showcasing art and invite you to look at recent work done by Miss Hall’s students. Let Miss Hall’s be your source for your daughter’s boarding school. In addition to courses in English, history, math, science, and foreign language, broad offerings in the visual arts and music. There are many opportunities for students at Miss Hall’s to express themselves artistically. The Development Office exists to serve alumnae, parents, and friends of Miss Hall’s School.

Miss Halls is your source for an all girl’s boarding school in MA. New england private schools is on Newengland-privateschools.com Advanced Placement courses in six disciplines and an honors tier are available to those students who seek greater challenges. The Miss Hall’s School athletic program provides varied environments for girls to learn the benefits of teamwork, physical fitness. Related terms are private day schools massachusetts, newark nj private schools, brownsville independent school district web site, virginia independent schools league and volleyball, and boarding schools for the arts. We believe that not everything girls need to learn about the world and themselves can be learned in the classroom.
We also have ceramics, and photography classes as well as on the MHS stage. Look for new england private schools on Newengland-privateschools.com. Every Thursday throughout the school year, all students participate in Horizons – a unique, experiential learning and internship program. Miss Hall’s School offers a comprehensive college preparatory curriculum, providing students with an outstanding academic foundation. brownsville independent school district web site, virginia independent schools league and volleyball, boarding schools for the arts, newark nj private schools, and private day schools massachusetts are related phrases. The Development Office exists to serve alumnae, parents, and friends of Miss Hall’s School.
The size of our School permits a thorough knowledge of each student’s abilities and achievements. New england private schoolsis available here. A variety of offerings are available, including varsity and junior varsity sports and non-competitive activities. We believe that not everything girls need to learn about the world and themselves can be learned in the classroom. Newengland-privateschools.com is related to virginia independent schools league and volleyball, private day schools massachusetts, brownsville independent school district web site, newark nj private schools, and boarding schools for the arts.

Advanced Placement courses in six disciplines and an honors tier are available to those students who seek greater challenges. Let Miss Hall’s be your source for your daughter’s boarding school. The close-knit atmosphere, our location, and special traditions all contribute to this sense of family and community. We also have ceramics, and photography classes as well as on the MHS stage. Every Thursday throughout the school year, all students participate in Horizons – a unique, experiential learning and internship program. In addition to courses in English, history, math, science, and foreign language, broad offerings in the visual arts and music.
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Admission is open to all qualified residents of the country. Our admission and academics are done in the five sections of the school.
Nursery School: 
This section admits children between ages 2-5. The section runs four classes for the different age groups based on their individual abilities are follows;
(1) Beginners (Crèche, Kindergarten)Age 11/2-2
(2)Nursery One2-3
(3)Nursery Two3-4
(4)Nursery Three 4-5
Primary Section:

This section admits pupils who have completed their pre-school classes and are up to 5 years old.This is the basic section that lays the needed academic and moral foundation for the child. The first six years of the current 9-3-4 system. From this section the child proceeds to the Junior School Section for the completion of the Basic education curriculum.Subjects covered in this section are English Studies, Mathematics, Igbo Language, French Language, Basic Science and Technology (Basic Science, Basic Technology, Information Communication Technology, Physical and Health Education), Pre-Vocational Studies (Agric. Science, Home Economics, Garment Making) Cultural and Creative Arts (Local Crafts, Music) Business Studies, religion and National Values (CRS, IRS, Social Studies, Civic Education, Security Education).
Junior Secondary School Section:
This section admits students from the final class of middle Basic (Basic Six). Student who wrote the school’s entrance and scored above the cut-off mark are interviewed and offered admission into J.S.S. One.Subjects covered in Junior Secondary include: English Studies, Mathematics, Igbo Language, French Language, Basic Science and Technology (Basic Science, Basic Technology, Information Tech), Pre-vocational Studies (Agric. Science, Home Economics, Garment making) Cultural and Creative Arts (Local crafts, Music) Business Studies, Religion and National Values (CRS, IRS, Social Studies, Civic Education, Security Education). This section concludes the Basic School as outlined by the Federal Republic.
Senior Secondary Section:
This section of the school deals with the Curriculum of the Senior Secondary Education with concentration on varied subjects in Science, Arts, Business and Entrepreneurship, such as: English language, Mathematics, Nigerian Language (Igbo), Hausa, Yoruba) French, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Agricultural Science, Government, Literature-in-English, Christian Religious Studies/Islamic Religious Studies, Economics, Computer, Fine Arts, Commerce, Geography, Garment making, Foods/Nutrition, Data processing, Civic Education, Further Maths, Animals Husbandry. As we focus on the students’ academic, we also mentor them morally. Our highly qualified and experienced teachers offer one on one interactive teaching and attention that students need to achieve their academic and moral potentials; using the most modern methods and equipment.

ICT: An extensively equipped Information Communication Technology (ICT) Centre exists in the school for all categories of pupils and students. The students are exposed to modern ICT trends and applications.
EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS
Our students write the following examinations: B.E.C.E, PSLAT GPT, WAEC, NECO and JAMB UTME.
LEADERSHIP:
The team of academic, management and non-academic staff of the school is led by a renowned educationist and management consultant Onwunali Jap Nnamdi (B.Sc, P.G.D.E., M.Sc.Ed).
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Massachusetts private high schools information presented at Newengland-privateschools.com. Massachusetts private high schools sources available by clicking above. Find massachusetts private high schools on Newengland-privateschools.com. The Miss Hall’s School athletic program provides varied environments for girls to learn the benefits of teamwork, physical fitness. The size of our School permits a thorough knowledge of each student’s abilities and achievements. In addition to courses in English, history, math, science, and foreign language, broad offerings in the visual arts and music. The Development Office exists to serve alumnae, parents, and friends of Miss Hall’s School. Related terms are school choice vochers for public and private schoo, private school computer lab grants, theraputic boarding schools, boarding schools england acting, and chattanooga private schools. Every Thursday throughout the school year, all students participate in Horizons – a unique, experiential learning and internship program. A variety of offerings are available, including varsity and junior varsity sports and non-competitive activities. The close-knit atmosphere, our location, and special traditions all contribute to this sense of family and community. We also have ceramics, and photography classes as well as on the MHS stage. This unique program allows each student to develop new skills, explore areas of interest for college majors and careers.

Miss Halls is your source for an all girl’s boarding school in MA. Massachusetts private high schools is on Newengland-privateschools.com We take great pride in showcasing art and invite you to look at recent work done by Miss Hall’s students. There are many opportunities for students at Miss Hall’s to express themselves artistically. Related terms are chattanooga private schools, theraputic boarding schools, private school computer lab grants, school choice vochers for public and private schoo, and boarding schools england acting. Advanced Placement courses in six disciplines and an honors tier are available to those students who seek greater challenges. Miss Hall’s School offers a comprehensive college preparatory curriculum, providing students with an outstanding academic foundation. Look for massachusetts private high schools on Newengland-privateschools.com. Let Miss Hall’s be your source for your daughter’s boarding school. We believe that not everything girls need to learn about the world and themselves can be learned in the classroom. boarding schools england acting, private school computer lab grants, chattanooga private schools, school choice vochers for public and private schoo, and theraputic boarding schools are related phrases. This unique program allows each student to develop new skills, explore areas of interest for college majors and careers.

We believe that not everything girls need to learn about the world and themselves can be learned in the classroom. Massachusetts private high schoolsis available here. We take great pride in showcasing art and invite you to look at recent work done by Miss Hall’s students. Let Miss Hall’s be your source for your daughter’s boarding school. Newengland-privateschools.com is related to private school computer lab grants, boarding schools england acting, school choice vochers for public and private schoo, chattanooga private schools, and theraputic boarding schools. In addition to courses in English, history, math, science, and foreign language, broad offerings in the visual arts and music. The Development Office exists to serve alumnae, parents, and friends of Miss Hall’s School. We also have ceramics, and photography classes as well as on the MHS stage. The size of our School permits a thorough knowledge of each student’s abilities and achievements. Every Thursday throughout the school year, all students participate in Horizons – a unique, experiential learning and internship program. Advanced Placement courses in six disciplines and an honors tier are available to those students who seek greater challenges.
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Some of the private educational learning institutes are informing parents in regards to the increase of educational fees for making sure towards federal government funding. As a result, the private school fees will rises up through 5% in this 2010 that will follow in year’s huge increase right after their new wage deal towards their educators. Since, several elite educational learning institutes will now be charging for at least $20,000 yearly. This Geelong Grammar’s year for 12 fees entirely includes three meals daily that will rises up for 5.5% for $27,500. With that, this Carey Grammar will now be charging about $21,158 that will also be adding up for about 5.5%. Carey Principal Phil de Young stated that these private schools have already trying of freezing their prices that will rise up towards non staffing costs in order to continually keep their lower fees as much as possible. Mr. de Young stated that it’s entirely about spending money in order to attract and even retain those best staff in order to maintain their level of excellence. With that, those principals have also believe that this new federal guidelines got a viability for this private educational learning institute requires them towards lifting up this fees through least 4% in next years to come.

The Federal Education Department of Financial Health Assessment have already mention in regards to this figure during the time of saying that this educational learning institute will need upon maintaining of increasing their income per learner in order to meet on their rising costs. According to the assessment that, failure of doing this will place on some financial strain in this medium for longer term. Melbourne principal stated that this private educational learning institute were entirely be expecting of abiding through this guidelines in order to justify for their taxpayer funding. The principal stated that their decision making entirely based on for governmental direction, financial health and entirely for those sorts of aspects and parents that must need to know about. It entirely shows that there were not just sitting around and even saying that they like their swimming pool in putting their fees up.
The spokeswoman for this Education Minister Julia Gillard have entirely confirm that this new system of assessing their financial viability for private schools were entirely been tested upon. With that, educational learning institutes were not entirely been required of increasing their fees through this 4% yearly in order to be classified as being viable under their framework. But educational learning institutes will be requiring of showing that this financially viability must be able to avoid causing on disruption towards learners and their families or ensuring towards effectiveness of using this taxpayers money. According to the chief executive, Michelle Green of this private boarding school has on this recurrent expenditure towards independent schools that already been up through 8.3%. She also added that educator’s salaries had already rises up through 7.8% that follows of increasing their salaries that being paid towards government educational learning institutes educators. Since, educator’s salaries will serve as major item that will be facing on towards these independent boarding school.
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Pakistan—
Private schools are obliged to provide fee concession for siblings studying in the same educational institution. The Peshawar High Court promulgated an Article 106 of Chapter-IV of the nation’s Education Code implementing fee concession last Tuesday. However, several private schools were not concordant with the declaration and so they express disagreement through a written petition. Some of the petitioners include, Forward Schools, Institute of Learning and Motivation, and City School Limited. Despite united effort, the PHC bench chief and Justices rejected the writ petitions. What does fee concession imply? Under the government’s notification, first student from a family will pay full for the tuition fee but the other siblings which will be enrolled at the same school shall pay half of the tuition charge. The Pakistani government is strongly obligating private education schools to enforce such policy. The PHC bench directed parents across the province to place a formal charge with the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Director Regulatory Authority of Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education to any educational institution not abiding the Education Code. Farman Kahatakk, Counsel for Haji Nisar, told the court regarding the Finance Act 2001, wherein the provincial government gave special concession to all private schools but did not implement the government’s notification of fee concession for siblings in the same educational institution. On the private schools appeal, the former advocate General Oazi Rashidul Haq argued with the Article 106 of Chapter-IV of the Education Code as a violation of the Constitution as well as other laws embodying private education. He pointed that such laws weren’t created after the creation of Pakistan, thus, the government has no right of issuing any of it. He stressed that the Education wasn’t mentioned in the Pakistan Adaptation of Existing Laws of 1947, West Pakistan Laws Order, 1964, Federal Laws Order, 1975, and NWFP Laws Order, 1975.
Private schools reported to be great contributors of income in a said state. The independently aided education system contributed to $54.3 billion of New York’s economy in the year 2009. Various reports were collected from different research institutions showing the significance of private schooling in the state and to its economy. The Center for Governmental Research conducted a study released by the Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities indicating a 21,000 direct and indirect employment and a payroll of more than $1 billion. Statewide reports show that there are about 33,000 students enrolled in various private colleges while 100 of private higher education providers employed 360,200—and a payroll of $19.56 billion. The analysis included two private universities – Cornell University and the University of Rochester as top state employers of 2009. Despite on-going recession, private schools have been anchoring New York’s economy. The direct impact of the global economic rundown was obvious, however, private schools continued to grow – from $47.5 billion in 2007 into $54.3 in the year 2009. When times got harder, private schools provided a diverse base of higher education for the state aside from large revenues. Private schools in the capital region directly spent $1.43 billion on instruction, administrative and ancillary services as well as other academic medical centers. They also made direct and induced spending of $1.24 billion which is paid to employees – spent locally. Also, private colleges and universities spent as much as $532 million on employer’s salary and construction wage – along with $480 million induced and indirect spending while students and visitors spent $145 million – with $121 million worth of induced and indirect spending. Definitely, private schools in New York became a formidable business – inducing competition, technology, and economic development, according to economists Kajal Lahiri. He compares the situation with the University at Albany, where he is a professor, how it came to impact the economy of the region.
Private schools are self-funded and do not rely on government support. The life blood of theses private education provider is the student’s tuition fee. But could it be possible that the government provide financial support for poor and low performing school students to be enrolled in private schools instead of allocating huge budgets on low-performing schools? Private schools are renowned as standard schools as well as blue ribbon education institutions. This is because of the sufficient fund they can generate through collecting expensive tuition fees. On the other hand, public schools are facing shortage due to enormous budget cuts. Meanwhile, against all odds alternatives have been initiated such as increasing the class size—which in turn not very favorable for students and far from the class structure of private schools. Will it be wise and practical to simply phase out low-performing public schools and transfer those students in private schools? Looking at the education experience, private education might be the best alternative for the problem. Regarding public schools, low-performing schools are part of the budget and to phase them off can be a good solution. Those pupils which are enrolled at such schools needs more than what they are learning for the meantime. Giving them the opportunity to experience a thorough and specialized education might increase the chances of graduation and decrease the number of drop outs. Moreover, the government could employ agreements on private schools to offer discounts and places for poor children. This could cut down the cost of sustaining low-performing schools as well as prevent the class size expansion. Expanding the sizes is very risky for the students. Teachers will have more work to do and the attention given will definitely mark down. These possibilities are very alarming and could not be traded off by cutting down the budget cuts for schools.

Soweto—
the increasing number of parents inclined in sending their children unto private unaided schools couldn’t be stopped. Despite the global recession, parents are determined to give their children what they consider as “the best of education”. As compared by the South African Institute for Race Relations, the number of students in private schools had increased into 50 percent while only 1.6 percent for public schools. The research indicated back in the year 2000 there were 11.6 million students attending government schools and drastically increased into 11.8 million in the year 2009. On the other hand private school attendance went to 386,098 from 256,283 in 2009. North West came to be the highest decline rate ever recorded for public school attendance—at exactly 15 percent, Eastern Cape enrollment decreased by 5 percent, 14 percent in Free State and 9 percent in Limpopo. On the other hand, Northern Cape made the greatest increase in public school enrollment between 2000 and 2009 increasing up to 35 percent. However, repots were relatively low base since pupils attending public schools in the province only accounts to 2 percent of the public school students of South Africa. According to the researchers, the diminishing number of students in public schools only proves that parents are losing faith in government school system. It was then reported that several parents are organizing independent study for their children—a visible evidence of families diminished goodwill with the public education program of the government. Research also projected those no-fee schools in Africa account to half of all the schools in the country. No-fee schools are 55 percent of South Africa’s public schools. Meanwhile, Eastern Cape has the highest number of no-fee schools accounting to 3,699 schools. No-fee schools do not require tuition fees; there are also no fee schools in Limpopo, Free States, and KwaZulu-Natal.
Winter season has caused schools in Patna, India to remain close until January 14 as extended by the state human department. Kids are obliged to stay at home and extend their vacation for more days. The biting 5 degrees caused the extension of vacation for public and private schools in Patna. The HRD notified Sunday for schools to remain close as requested by most parents. The mandate has been approved by the state HRD principal secretary Anjani Kumar Singh. All private unaided schools as well as government schools will be opening on January 15, however, most of the private schools had classes for students of class IX and X with the reason of completing their syllabus. But Loyola High School principal, Brother Felix defended that they only extended winter breaks for juniors but accordingly, classes are now shut down for all levels. The states decision to cancel classes has been a relief for parents. Children should be indoors due to extreme cold conditions. The recorded temperature for the state capital is lower than 5 degrees Celsius while Gaya was the coldest with a dropping temperature of 2.6 degrees and a maximum of 14.8 degree Celsius. On the other side, Purnia and Bhagalpur has a recorded temperature of 6.3 and 8 degree Celsius with a maximum of 17.5 and 14.6 degrees. Meanwhile, the temperature keeps dropping in different states of India—experiencing a severe cold wave. According to IMD sources, cold waves will continue in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, MP, Delhi, Punjab, and etc while dense fogs will be prevalent over the states in 48 hours. Originally, school days and Christmas break is to end on January 3, but due to the freezing conditions, classes were moved to January 8 and accordingly again move by the government until January 14 because of prolonged dropping temperature.
The best education is expected in private schools as well as the most expensive fees the family should pay. The US Education figure shows a $3,267 for private elementary schools nationwide. Some schools may be more expensive and heavy for some families. However, does paying high enough means quality education? Examining the path of the tuition fees collected by the private school is the only way to find out its worthiness. The following questions may follow: • Does the private school provide fast and reliable services? Such as convenience in admission and updated student account?
• Is the system automated and with prime use of computers as well as centralized management information systems?
• Is the school library equipped with updated books and modern facilities?
• Regarding the classroom, does the school provide modern educational technologies such as projectors, computers, and audio-visual widgets?
• Are the teaching staffs and professors highly qualified?
• Does the private education school bring their students in academic/extracurricular competitions and other opportunities to excel?
These are few of the evaluators of the school findings in effective utilization. Since private and independent schools do not rely on government funds, it is reasonable for the school to charge higher fees compared to public schools. However, if the private school charges higher fees but do not reflect the expected quality of education; it is advisable for the family to move their children unto other education providers. The Department of Education do not tolerate abusive private schools despite the fact that government units do not hold all powers in interfering with private education. In some countries, such as India and Australia, private schools are in battle with authority for complete independence. As a parent, check your private school if they operate based on the tuition fee charge. Other significant factors such as student performance hold the basis for the schools credibility and worthiness.

Private schools are more likely being situated on the verge of criticism and government scrutiny. Different issues are thrown on independent schools worldwide. This can range from charity and bursary matters, financial transparency, and tuition fee control. But on the other side, private schools are often considered as the provider of excellent education over other systems. Bursary and charity issues – Independent schools in UK have been scrutinized due to lack of charity work regarding to bursaries. According to law of the land, it is significant for independent education providers to offer seats for poor families. The goal is good; however, the government branch controlling charity had noticed failure of some independent schools to fulfill their obligations. On the other hand, the recession has pushed some private schools to cut budget because of low enrolment and high inflation rate. Independent and private schools do not receive funding from the government and primarily depends on parent’s tuition fees. The argument
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Its been announce recently that the two Youngstown diocese religious schools are now turning into one school only that will be open on its refurbished Norquest Boulevard building for this coming next week in order to provide a Catholic educational learning to 265 young children in their area. Several of these parents were already on hand this coming Monday night in order to witness the opening house of this new St. Joseph and Immaculate Heart of Mary School. Both the parents and its learners will be treated in order to have a tour over this new school especially to the upgraded educational learning facilities and also provides a chance to meet the educators or teachers of this school before the classes will formally start on this school year. Its been said that this school was been made during the time that the St. Joseph and Immaculate Heart of Mary schools were already been merge on earlier years. This new school was already been housed on its former Immaculate Heart of Mary building. As of now, it already had undergone some upgrades in order to provide accommodation for about 265 kindergartens throughout this eight grade learners.

The classes of this school will start this coming Monday. According To Mrs. Fabian who got two children enrolled in this catholic school stated that this new school would be a great venue to cater huge numbers of catholic learners and the more it would be merrier for the young ones. Even though that she also experience the toughness of financial times but still it’s one of her top priority just like other catholic parents to send her kids in Catholic educational learning institutes. Since, they got some religious subjects that could along their upbringing belief as they also learn formal academics. For Mrs. Fabian, this kind of teaching approach serve as a reinforcing back of values as she also teach her children at home. In this statement, Mr. Simpson also agreed that this school provides Catholic private schools provide a stricter educational learning especially upon following catholic tradition and belief. Aside of that, teachers provide more focus and attention to each learners. As a result, they can really track on the learning process and even progress to each student.
In the scenario of this new school, the entire building was already been painted well and receive some upgraded technological facilities that includes new public address educational system, the 50 laptop computers and with some additional 30 desktop computers for the school lab. But according to Dr. Rozzo above all, the essential aspect that is quite important rather than the structure or the technological educational facilities that been brought inside the building is the positive aspects that learners will be gaining upon building and merging this new catholic school.
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Private Schools in Denver Discover one of Colorado’s best kept secrets When you think of private schools in Denver, Valor Christian, Mullen, Kent Denver, St Mary’s Academy and Denver Christian High School are a few that come to mind. These are all top private schools in Colorado, but is a large, expensive, and possibly exclusive school the best choice for your family?
A smaller, more affordable choice, and one of Denver’s best kept private school secrets is Mile High Academy. Since 1964, Mile High Academy has been sending high school graduates into the world better for having spent some or all of their elementary, middle and high school years here. Located just slightly off the beaten path in south Denver, Mile High Academy is a preschool through 12th grade Christian school. Thanks to the devotion of many teachers, parents, and administrators, this school has been a positive force in shaping young lives and an important part of many families

A lot has changed in 48 years but one thing remains the same… Mile High Academy is a place where academic, social and physial growth intersect with the amazing grace of our Lord.
Nurturing and inspiring Balance is key at Mile High Academy. Our students enjoy an environment of Christian love and support. Excelling in academics, athletics and music, while developing a strong sense of integrity. Our close-knit community results in students encouraging and helping each other rather than competing against their peers.
Our students Our students come from all over the metro area, including Littleton, Aurora, Thornton, Northglenn, Westminster, Castle Rock, and Parker. One family commutes all the way from Colorado Springs. We enjoy a racially and culturally diverse student body that includes a group of exchange students from Korea. Thanks to our lower tuition, financial aid and private school scholarships, we are not an exclusive group.
Our teachers With a student to teacher ratio of 13-1, students are never lacking for help and teachers have enough time to interact with their students in and out of the classroom. Thankfully, our teachers enjoy spending time with their students as demonstrated by the extracurricular activities they voluntarily plan and participate in throughout the school year.
Academics Mile High has a long established record of academic excellence. Test scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) for elementary students, Iowa Test of Educational Development (ITED) for high school students, and ACT/SAT scores for high school students are consistently above the regional and national averages. Like many private schools in Denver, Mile High has an honors program that focuses on critical thinking and college level preparatory skills.
Extracurricular Extracurricular opportunities including music, missions, and sports are available to students and unlike larger private or public schools, participation in more than one extra activity is possible and even encouraged. Mile High’s soccer, basketball and volleyball teams are full of talented athletes. Our teams are always competitive even when playing against much larger high schools in Denver, Colorado.
Thanks to the coaching they receive here at Mile High, many of our athletes are recruited to play on local club and small college teams.

College bound We are proud of the fact that 98% of our graduates go on to college. One reason for this impressive stat is our students’ participation in music festivals and athletic tournaments hosted by Christian colleges all over the US. These trips provide Christian fellowship, opportunities to meet students from other schools and valuable exposure to college life. Frequent visits to colleges throughout their high school years encourage students to stay focused on their college goals.
If you would like more information about one of the best private schools in Denver, call Brenda at 303-744-1069. In the meantime, take a minute to read what others have said about Mile High Academy. On this site you will find…parent reviews, advice from devoted Christian teachers, and some inspiring words from our students.
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About Us
Ovenell Carter takes a look at the future of education and how we nurture our children. We look at how teaching is changing to better suit the needs of students, as well as how parents may help their children. This includes looking at the role of technology, brain research, racial and gender prejudice in education, social and emotional learning, inequity, mental health, and a variety of other topics that influence students. We cover how educators are changing their teaching methods as they implement new concepts to help pupils learn. On our social media platforms and email newsletter, we have a unique audience of educators, parents, policymakers, and life-long learners who participate in meaningful discourse with one another. Sign up for our email newsletter, listen to the podcast, or follow us on Facebook and Twitter to stay up to date.
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